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- A PROGRESS REPORT 
BY 
DONALD J. COLQUHOUNl/ 
ABSTRACT 
DURING 1960 THROUGH 1962 1 INVESTIGATION OF NEAR-SUR-
FACE SEDIMENTS ON THE COASTAL PLAIN OF SOUTH CAROLINA HAS BEEN 
CARRIED OUT BY MEANS OF DRILLED HOLES ~ D SURFACE MAPPING. A 
MIOCENE AGE HAS BEEN INDICATED BY W. K. POOSER FOR lHE "ORANGE-
BURG SCARP"; AND THE 11 COHARIE TERRACE 11 1 LYING IMMEDIATELY TO 
THE EAST 1 IS UNDERLAIN BY AT LEAST FOUR PDS318LE STRATIGRAPHIC 
UNITS. THE 11 SUNDERLAND TERRACE" IS UNDERL~ II·' BV T'NO STRATI .. 
GRAPHIC UNIT TYPES, MARINE SANL AND SEVERAL FLUVIAL SEDIMENT 
SEQUENCES. THE 11 W I COM I CO TERRAr.E 11 IS U~D~F-LA I I< CY A C.JAP.SC:-
GRA I NED BASAL SAND 1 WHICH IS OVERLAIN FROM NOR, HW~ST oO SOUTH-
EAST BY A COARSE SAND 1 A CENTRAL FINE CLAYEY SAMD 1 A FINE W~LL­
SORTED LENT I GULAR SAND BODY 1 AND A SDUT~EASTERNMGST FINE CI.A,'E.Y 
SAND. AT LEAST THREE UNITS ARE RECQGNIZ~D U~DERLYING THE 
11 PENHOLOWAY TERRACE 11 -(1) A BASAL COARSE-GRA I NEI: SAND, (2) AN 
OVERLYING CLAYEY SAND WHICH GRADES EASTWA~D TO A BLUE-GREY 
MARL 1 AND (3) OVERLYING CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES RESEMBLING A 
SPIT AND BARS. CROSS-SECTIONAl. AND OTHER ryRILLiNG INDICATEf 
THAT DESTRUCTIONAL SUBSURFACE SCARPS ARE ASSOCIATED WIT~ EACH 
OF THE SURFACE SCARPS SOUTHEASTWARD FROM AND INCLUDING T~E SURRY 
SCARP AND THAT SUBSURFACE TERRACES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OF 
THE SURFACE TERRACES. AN INFORMAL PHYSICGRAPHIC TERMINDLOGY 
IS USED TO FACILITATE DISCUSSION. 
INTRODUCTION 
SINCE THE LATTER PART OF 1960 1 SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS 
WITHIN THE CENTRAL PORTION OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OF SO~H CARO-
LINA HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED AT IRREGULAR INTERVALS W1T~ THE 
SUPPORT OF THE DIVISION OF GEOLOGY, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEVELOP-
MENT BOARD. SOME OF THE OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS HAVE BEEN 
REPORTED (COLQUHOUN 1 1961A 1 19618) (COLQUHOUN AND DUNCAN 1 1962). 
SiNCE THE WORK IS OF A CONTINUING NATURE 1 A PROGRESS REPORT IS 
CONSIDERED APPROPRIATE. 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
ExCEPT FOR THE RECENTLY PUBLISHED IRM0 1 LADSON AND 
FORT JACKSON NoRTH QUADRANGLES (HERON AND JOHNSON 1 195S; MALDE 1 
1959; AND POOSER AND JOHNSON 1 1961 1 RESPECTIVELY) LITTLE DETAILED 
GEOLOGICAL MAPPING IS AVAILABLE FOR THE COASTAL PLAIN OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA. IN ORDER TO INCREASE KNOWLEDGE OF THE DETAILED GEO-
LOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN 1 THE FOLLOWING PROJECTS HAVE BEEN 
UNDERTAKEN. 
l/ DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 1 UNIVERSITY OF SouTH CAROLINA 
IN THE FALL OF 1960, THE DiVISION OF 
DRILLING A LARGE NUMBER OF POWER AUGER HOLES 
ROUTE 1-26 BETWEEN COLUMBIA AND CHARLESTON 
GEOLOGY BEGAN 
ALONG INTERSTATE 
(FiGURE 1). THE 
PROGRAM WAS ENHANCED BY ACCURATE ELEVATION PROFILES CONSTRUCT-
ED IN lHE COURSE OF DEVELOPMENT OF THIS ROAD, AND FRESH ROAD-
CUTS WERE AVA I LAB L E. A S E R I E S OF H 0 L E S UP T 0 9 5 FEET I N DEPTH 
WERE DRILLED AT FOUR MILES INTERVALS TO PROVIDE INITIAL REGIONAL 
FAMILIARITY WITH THE STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION. IN AREAS WHERE 
CORRELATION BECAME 08SCURE, CLOSER DRILLING AND/OR OFFSET DRILL-
ING WAS CARRIED OUT. SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED AT FIVE TO TEN 
FOOT INTERVALS AND PROCESSED FOR GRAIN-SIZE DISTRIBUTION, MAG-
NETICALLY SUSCEPTIBLE MINERALS, AND MICROFOSSIL CONTENT. 
AFTER COMPLETION OF THIS PORT I ON OF THE PROJECT IN THE 
FALL OF 1961, DETAILED INVESTIGATION OF VARIOUS AREAS ALONG 
THIS MAP STRIP WAS CO,,M!ONCED. 
CoNTOURS TJEP r ~T :NG THE TOP OF THE CooPER MARL r N THE 
LADSON QuADRANGLE, S. C., WE~E PREPARED FROM PUBLISHED DATA 
(MALDE, 1959), AUGER HOLES, AND SEISMIC DETERMI~ATIONS AND 
WERE PUaLISHED IN 1961 (COLQUHOUN, 1961B). 
SECONDLY, DETP ILEil STUPY WAS BEGUN OF THE SURFICIAL 
SEDIMENTS IN THE VICIN\Tu OF THE EUTAWVILLE 15 MINUTE QUADRANGLE, 
AN AREA INCLUDING THC Wrco~ CO AND SUNDERLAND TERRACES OF COOKE 
(19J6). APPROXIMATELY 75 POWER AUGtR HOLES WERE DRILLED AT ONE 
TO TWO MILE INTERVALS. ROADCUTS, BORROW PITS, AND THE SHORE-
LINE OF lArE MAR I ON WERE MAPPED IN ORDER TO OBTAIN STRUCTURAL 
INFORMATirN. AERI~L PHClOGRAPHS AND TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS WERE CON-
SULTED TO COORDINATE DATA. THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THIS IN-
VESTIGATION WERE REPORTED AT THE SOUTHEASTERN SECTION MEETING 
OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA IN APRIL 1962, AND THAT 
PAPER IS AT PRESENT B£\NG REWRITTEN FOR PUBLICATION. 
A THIRD AREA OF DETAILED INVESTIGATION LIES NEAR THE 
CrTY OF 0RANGEBURG,EMPHASIS HERE BEING ON THE VARIOUS SEDI-
MENTS ASSOCIATED WITH A TOPOGRAPHIC SCARP HAVING A TOE LYING 
AT AN ELEVATION OF ABOUT 210 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL. THIS SCARP, 
HEREIN REFERRED TO INFORMALLY AS THE "ORANGEBURG SCARP", HAS 
BEEN TERMED THE CiTRONELLE ESCARPMENT BY DOERING (1960). IN 
THIS AREA, APPROXIMATELY ]0 POWER AUGER HOLES HAVE BEEN DRILLED 
IN THE COURSE OF DETAILED MAPPING OF THE SOUTHEASTERN QUARTER 
OF THE ST. MATTHEWS 15 MINUTE QUADRANGLE. 
A FOURTH AREA OF INVESTIGATION LIES IN THE VICINITY OF 
THE BLANEY, BLYTHWOoD, IRMO NORTHEAsT, COLUMBIA NORTH, MEssER's 
POND, AND CONGAREE 7t MINUTE QUADRANGLES, SOUTH CAROLINA. THE 
FIRST THREE OF THESE ARE PRESENTLY BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICA-
TION BY THE DIVISON OF GEOLOGY AND WERE ORIGINALLY MAPPED BY 
STUDENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AS PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
DURING THE YEARS FROM 1958 THROUGH 1962. 
IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE DATA, A LARGE AREA IN SOUTH 
CENTRAL SOUTH CAROLINA HAS BEEN THE SUBuECT OF A DOCTORAL 
DISSERTATION BY W. K. POOSER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAs, WITH 
PARTICULAR ATTENTION BEING GIVEN TO THE MICROPALEONTOLOGY AND 
LITHOLOGY OF TERTIARY FORMATIONS. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
THE FOLLOWING NOTES ARE NOT MEANT TO BE AN EXHAUSTIVE 
TREATMENT OF A RATHER VOLUMINOUS LITERATURE ON THE COASTAL 
PLAIN BUT RATHER TO POINT OUT SOME OF THE MORE IMPORTANT CON-
TRIBUTIONS. ASIDE FROM DETAILED INVESTIGATIONS PREVIOUSLY 
NOTED, SEVERAL REGIONAL INVESTIGATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE IN SOUTH 
CAROLINA. C. W. COOKE 1S 1936 MEMOIR IS PARTICULARLY WELL KNOWN 
AND THE MOST REGIONALLY DETAILED STUDY TO DATE. IN IT HE RE-
COGNIZED AND MAPPED A NUMBER OF FORMATIONS AND SURFACE TERRACES 
WHICH HE REGARDED AS PLEISTOCENE, FOLLOWING IN PART THE WORK 
OF SHATTUCK (1901, 1906), CLARKE (1915), WENTWORTH (1930), AND 
STEPHENSON (1912, 1926). WITHIN THE MAP AREA BEING STUDIED IN 
THIS REPORT, THE FOLLOWING TERRACES AS MAPPED BY COOKE (1936) 
ARE TRAVERSED: 
TERRACE AND 






















COOKE THOUGHT THAT SEA LEVEL WAS PROGRESSIVELY LOWER-
ED DURING THE PLEISTOCENE AND THAT THESE SHORELINES WERE SUC-
CESSIVELY CUT BY STANDS OF THE SEA DURING THE INTERGLACIAL 
STAGES. WHERE TWO SHORELINES WERE FORMED DURING ONE STAGE, 
THE HIGHER MARKED THE CULMINATION OF THE STAGE AND THE LOWER 
A PAUSE DURING REGRESSION OF THE SEA. 
FLINT (1940) SERIOUSLY QUESTIONED SOME OF THESE INTER-
PRETATIONS, POINTING OUT TWO MAJOR TRANSGRESSIONS WHICH HE 
RECOGNIZED BY MAJOR SEAWARD FACING SCARPS. ONE OF THESE, THE 
SURRY SCARP (WENTWORTH, 1930), HE WAS ABLE TO CORRELATE DIS-
CONTINUOUSLY FROM ViRGINIA AS FAR SOUTH AS THE SAVANNAH RIVER. 
THE SCARP MARKS THE DIVISION BETWEEN COOKE 1S MAPPED WICOMICO 
AND SUNDERLAND TERRACES. FLINT 1S RECONNA~SANCE OF THE SOILS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SCARP LED HIM TO CONCLUDE THAT COARSER-
GRAINED SEDIMENTS AT THE TOE IN SEVERAL AREAS MIGHT SUGGEST A 
BEACH. IN ADDITION HE RECOGNIZED A NUMBER OF FEATURES SUGGES-
TIVE OF BARS AND OTHER CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES LYING TO THE 
EAST, AND FLUVIAL OUTWASH SEDIMENTS LYING TO THE WEST NEAR 
MAJOR RIVERS. IDENTIFICATION BY HYYPPA OF MARINE DIATOMS FROM 
AN ELEVATION OF APPROXIMATELY 70 FEET WAS NOTED IN THE SAME 
REPORT. THESE CAME FROM SEDIMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH COOKE 1S 
PENHOLOWAY TERRACE. 
RICHARDS (1943) IDENTIFIED A NUMBER OF MEGAFOSSIL SPE-
CIES FOUND DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SANTEE-COOPER HYDRO-
ELECTRIC PROJECT. HE NOTED TWO FACIES PRESENT IN THE SECTION, 
A LOWER COARSER-GRAINED SAND AND AN UPPER FINE-GRAINED CLAYEY 
SAND, AND ASCRIBED THEM TO SEDIMENTS DEPOSITED BY THE TRANS-
GRESSION WHICH HAD DEPOSITED THE 11 PENHOLOWAY FORMATION" OR THAT 
WHICH HAD CUT THE SURRY SCARP. LATER (1950) HE STATED A LATE 
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PLIOCENE OR EARLY PLEISTOCENE AGE WAS POSSIBLE FOR THESE SPE-
CIES. 
DOERING (1958) INTERPRETED A CROSS-SECTION THROUGH CEN-
TRAL SOUTH CAROLINA INDICATING A SERIES OF LAGOONS AND EXTRA-
COASTAL FEATURES FOR EACH OF COdKE 1 S MAPPED TERRACES BELOW THE 
SURRY SCARP. 
Du BAR (1959) SUGGESTED THE POSSIBILITY THAT A RELATION-
SHIP BETWEEN WACCAMAW AND "WICDMIC0 11 SEDIMENTS MIGHT BE PRESENT, 
AND THAT THE FORMER COULD POSSIBLY BE PLEISTOCENE IN AGE RATHER 
THAN PL I DC ENE. 
MALDE (1959) IN A STUDY OF THE LADSON QUADRANGLE, SOUTH 
CAROLINA, MAPPED ASSOCIATED SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS IN DETAIL AND 
FORMALLY INTRODUCED THE TERM LADSON FORMATION. HE THOUGHT SEDI-
MENTS UNDER L Y I N G THE "TAL B 0 T TERRACE 11 M I G H T UNDER L I E THE "PEN-
HOLOWAY TERRACE" AND SUGGESTED THE REASON FOR SOME TERRACE 
DEVELOPMENT MIGHT INVOLVE EROSION ON DIFFERING LITHIC TYPES. 
HE THOUGHT THE TRANSGRESSION RESPONSIBLE FOR THESE SEDIMENTS 
MIGHT HAVE RISEN TO POSSIBLY 100 FEET ABOVE PRESENT SEA LEVEL. 
IN ADDITION HE MAPPED THE WESTERN LIMIT OF THE "PAMLICO FORMA-
TIJ'J11 IN THE AREA WHICH HE THOUGHT WAS THE iQUIVALENT OF THE 
"SUFFOLK SCARP 11 (WENTWORTH, 1930, P. 57) CORRELATING NORTHWARDS. 
RICHARDS AND HOPK 1 NS (19Eo) IDENTIFIED A NUMBER Ck REWORKED 
OLIGOCENE MEGAFOSSIL SPECIES COLLECTED FROM PHOSPHATE ROCK NEAR 
CHARLESTON, THE LATTER OCCURRING IN THE LOWER PORTION OF THE 
"LADSON FORMATION". 
DOERING (1960) IN A STUDY OF THE SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS 
OF THE ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTAL PLAINS, CORRELATED THE 
"CITRONELLE FORMATION" INTO SOUTH CAROLINA AND TERMED THE SCARP 
HAVING A TOE LYING AT APPROXIMATELY 210 FEET NEAR ORANGEBURG 
THE "CITRONELLE EscARPMENT". HE COULD NOT DISTINGUISH BETWEEN 
COOKE 1 S BRANDYWINE, COHARIE, AND SUNDERLAND TERRACES AND MAPPED 
THEM AS THE "SUNDERLAND FORMATION", ASCRIBING THE SEDIMENTS TO 
A COALESCENCE OF ALLUVIAL FANS FORMED BY STREAMS ISSUING THROUGH 
THE 11 CI TRONELLE EsCARPMENT". BELOW THE SURRY SCARP HE MAPPED 
A NUMBER OF SHDREL INES AND EXTRACDASTAL FEATURES FOLLOWING IN 
GENERAL THE TERMINOLOGY USED BY COOKE (1936) BUT ASSIGNING 
SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT TIME RELATIONSHIPS. 
Du BAR (1962B) HAS RECENTLY PUBLISHED FAUNAL LISTS FROM 
WACCAMAW AND CRDATAN DEPOSITS IN THE CAROLINAS. 
As SIPLE (1957) AND Du BAR (1959) HAVE POINTED OUT, 
MUCH MORE WORK NEEDS TO BE DONE IN SOUTH CAROL INA BEFORE COM-
PLETE UNDERSTANDING OF PLIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE STRATIGRAPHY 
IS REACHED. 
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TERM I NO LOGY 
WiTHIN CENTRAL SOUTH CAROLINA LITTLE ACTUAL PUBLISHED 
DATA CONCERNING THE NATURE OF SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS IS AVAILABLE, 
PRIMARILY BECAUSE OF A GENERAL LACK OF OUTCROPS. MANY OF THE 
SEDIMENTS ARE ALMOST ENTIRELY UNCONSOLIDATED TO THE POINT THAT 
EVEN STRUCTURES DISCLOSED IN RDADCUTS ARE FREQUENTLY TRANSITORY 
FEATURES. MALDE 1S (1959) APPROACH OF DRILLED HOLES PROVIDES 
THE ONLY REALLY CLOSE-SPACED DATA. SOIL SURVEYS DO NOT PENE-
TRATE SUFFICIENT SECTION TO GIVE MORE THAN GENERAL INFDRMATIDNj 
AND THE SOIL PROFILE, AS WELL AS THIN COLLUVIUM, TENDS TO MASK 
UNDERLYING COASTAL PLAIN GEOLOGY, PARTICULARLY IN THE CASE OF 
THE HIGHER TERRACES. AER1AL PHOTOGRAPHS ARE EXTREMELY USEFUL 
IN DELINEATING REGIONAL EXTENT OF SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS EXAMINED 
IN THE FIELD AND fREQUENTLY SHOW FEATURES NOT APPARENT ON THE 
GROUND. DIRECT INTERPRETATION FROM TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS IS USEfuL 
BUT CAN LEAD TO QUESTIONABLE RESULTS AS WHITE (1958) HAS IN-
DICATED. 
THESE STUDIES ARE PRIMARILY BASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM 
POWER AUGER HOLES SUPPLEMENTED BY EXAMINATION Of SPARSE OUT-
CROPS, AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHs, ACCURATE HIGHWAY PROfiLEs, AND TOPO-
GRAPHIC MAPS. THE EQUIPMENT AND DRILLING PROCEDURE HAS BEEN 
DUTL I NED BY SMITH (1961). BECAUSE Of THE NATURE Of THE POWER 
AUGER, SAMPLES OBTAINED USUALLY DO NOT RETAIN SEDIMENTARY 
STRUCTURES AND IN CERTAIN CASES CAN BE HIGHLY CONTAMINATED. 
NEVERTHELESS, BY CAREfUL DRILLING TECHNIQUE INVOLVING CONSTANT 
ATTENTION TO DRILLING PRESSURE AND RATE, REASONABLY RELIABLE 
SAMPLES HAVE BEEN OBTAINED WHICH YIELD SiGNifiCANT CORRELAT-
ABLE RESULTS WHEN SUBJECTED TO COMMON SEDIMENTARY ANALYSIS PRO-
CEDURES. 
TWO GENERAL TERMINOLOGIES HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED IN SOUTH 
CAROL INA, ONE BASED ON TERRACES (COOKE, 1936) AND THE OTHER ON 
SCARPS ( F L I N T , 1 94 0) • E A C H I S BASED P R I MAR I L Y 0 N T D P 0 GRAPH I C 
EXPRESSION, THOUGH GEOMORPHIC CONSIDERATIONS AND SOME SEDIMEN-
TARY PETROLOGIC DESCRIPTIONS HAVE BEEN INVOLVED. 
COOKE (1936) INDICATED SEVEN MAJOR TERRACES, EACH Of 
WHICH HE THOUGHT WAS UNDERLAIN BY A SEPARATE AND DISTINCT 
fORMATION. FROM HIGHEST (OLDEST) TO LOWEST (YOUNGEST) THESE 
WERE THE BRANDYWINE, COHARIE, SUNDERLAND, WiCOMICO, PENHOLOWAY, 
TALBOT, AND PAML ICO TERRACES. 
FLINT (1940) IN MAPPING SURfACE SCARPS SOUTHWARD fROM 
ViRGINIA WAS ABLE TO RECOGNIZE ONLY TWO SUCH fEATURES-- (1) 
THE SURRY SCARP, SEPARATING THE "SUNDERLAND" AND 11 W I COM I CD 11 
TERRACES, AND (2) THE SUfFOLK SCARP, GENERALLY RECOGNIZED AS 
DEfl N I NG THE INLAND EDGE Dr THE 11 PAML I C0 11 TERRACE. HE TRACED 
THE SuRRY SCARP TO THE SAVANNAH RIVER BUT DID NOT LOCATE THE 
SUffOLK SCARP IN SOUTH CAROLINA. 
MALDE (1959, P. 60) IMPLIED THE CORRELATION Of THE 
SUrfDLK SCARP WITH THE SLOPE THAT DESCENDS SEAWARD fROM TEN-
MILE IN CHARLESTON COUNTY BUT QUESTIONED THE STRATIGRAPHIC 
DifFERENTIATION BETWEEN THE 11 PENHOLDWAY 11 AND "TALBOT" FORMA-
T I 0 N S, SUGGEST I N G THAT fLAT SURFACES I N THE RESPECT I V E 11 TERRACE 11 
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AREAS RESULTED FROM EROSION ON DIFFERENT LITHIC TYPES AND THAT 
SEDIMENTS UNDERLYING THE "TALBOT 11 TERRACE MAY UNDERLIE THE "PEN-
H0LOWAY11 TERRACE AS WELL. 
DOERING (1960) COULD NOT DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN THE 
"BRANDYWINE", "COHARIE", AND "SuNDERLAND" TERRACES. HE SUGGEST-
ED THAT SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS PRESENT IN THESE RESPECTIVE 11 TERRACE 11 
AREAS COULD HAVE BEEN DEPOSITED BY COALESCING ALLUVIAL FANS 
ISSUING FROM A HIGHLAND WHICH TERMINATES ABRUPTLY AT A SCARP 
READILY APPARENT NEAR ORANGEBURG. DOERING TERMED THIS PHYSIO-
GRAPHIC FEATURE THE "CITRONELLE ESCARPMENT". 
BECAUSE OF THE SOMEWHAT JUMBLED NATURE OF THE NOMENCLA-
TURE, THE VARIOUS 11 FORMATIONS 11 , "TERRACEs", AND 11 SCARPS 11 WILL 
BE TREATED IN THE REMARKS TO FOLLOW IN A PROVISIONAL SENSE ONLY. 
No EQUIVALENCE OR GENETIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ANY PHYSIOGRAPHIC 
FEATURE AND ANY LITHOLOGIC UNIT IS IMPLIED. THE PRESENT STUDY 
IS NOT COMPLETE, AND THERE IS AT THIS TIME NO INTENT TO ESTAB-
LISH ANY FORMAL STRATIGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE. THE FACIES AND 
UNIT TERMINOLOGY ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 3 IS UTILIZED ONLY TO 
ALLOW DISCUSSION OF LITHOLOGIC UNITS DEFINED BY DRILLING TO 
DATE. FEATURES DEVELOPED AT GROUND SURFACE ARE PREFIXED BY 
THE TERM 11 SURFACE 11 (E.G., "SuNDERLAND" SURFACE TERRACE) • 
FEATURES DEVELOFED IN THE SUBSURFACE ARE PREFIXED BY THE TERM 
11 SUBSURFACE 11 (E.G., SURRY SUBSURFACE SCARP). FIGURE 3A ILLUS-
TRATES VISUALLY THE VARIOUS TERMS EMPLOYED. THE TERMS 11 0RANGE-
BURG SCARP", DORCHESTER SCARP", AND 1'SUMMERV I LLE SCARP" (FIGURE 
1) ARE PRESENTED INFORMALLY IN THIS STUDY FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DISCUSSION. 
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS APPLY ONLY TO THE AREA 
IN THE VICINITY OF ROUTE 1-26 AS INDICATED ON FIGURE 1 AND ARE 
NOT MEANT TO BE APPLIED OUTSIDE OF THIS AREA PENDING FURTHER 
DRILLING. 
OBSERVATIONS 
POST MIDDLE EOCENE SEDIMENTS 
SEDIMENTS OVERLYING ERODED MIDDLE EOCENE ROCKS HAVE 
BEEN OBSERVED ADJACENT TO AND NORTHWEST OF THE "ORANGEBURG 
SCARP" (C 1 TRONELLE EscARPMENT OF DOERING, 1960) (FIGURE 1) IN 
DRILLED HOLES AND SURFACE MAPPING. SIMILIAR SEDIMENTS HAVE 
BEEN LOCALLY DRILLED IN THE CONGAREE QuADRANGLE AND MAPPED BY 
GENERAL RECONNAISSANCE IN THE MESSER 1 S POND AND CONGAREE QUAD-
RANGES NEAR COLUMBIA. SOME OF THESE LIE IN AREAS INDICATED BY 
DOERING (1960) AS CONTAINING THE CiTRONELLE FORMATION (MATSON, 
1916). 
THE SEDIMENTARY SECTION LYING NORTHWEST OF THE "ORANGE-
BURG SCARP 11 IN CENTRAL SOUTH CAROLINA IS EXTENSIVELY WEATHERED. 
FOSSIL LOCALITIES ARE COMMONLY FOUND AT LOWER ELEVATIONS ALONG 
THE MAJOR VALLEYS. THE INTERFLUVES THEMSELVEs, WHEN DRILLED, 
FREQUENTLY SHOW A VERY THICK WEATHERING PROFILE WHICH MAY BE 
AS MUCH AS FIFTY FEET THICK. IN ADDITION, A THIN MANTLE OF 
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~OLLUVIUM, AS WELL AS THE SOIL PROFILE, TENDS TO MASK SEDIMEN-
TARY CONTACTS SO THAT SURFACE MAPPING WITHOUT COMPLEMENTARY 
HAND 0 R P 0 WE R AUGER H 0 L ES I S VERY D I F F I C U L T • S ED I MEN TAR Y AN-
ALYSES OF SAMPLES FROM DRILLED HOLES ARE SUFFICIENTLY DIFFERENT 
TO ENABLE IDENTIFICATION OF MOST OF THE MA~OR MAPPED SEDIMEN-
TARY UNITS AS WELL AS MORE LOCAL UNITS, EVEN THOUGH THESE UNITS 
MAY BE EXTENSIVELY WEATHERED. 
ONE THIN AND DISCONTINUOUS SEDIMENTARY UNIT OVERLYING 
MIDDLE EOCENE STRATA (FIG. 3A) HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED. IT OCCURS 
NORTHWEST OF THE "ORANGEBURG SCARP 11 AND ·IS GENERALLY NOTED IN 
PLACE ONLY NEAR THE TOPS OF THE HIGHER HILLS IN INTERFLUVE 
AREAS. THE CHANNELLING NATURE OF THIS UNIT CAN BE DEMONSTRAT-
ED AT SEVERAL LOCALITIES WHERE IT CUTS INTO SUB~ACENT STRATA. 
IT IS COMPOSED OF FINE TO COARSE SAND AND GRAVEL, OCCASSIONALLY 
WITH A CLAY MATRIX. THE SANDS ARE ANGULAR, THE GRAVELS SUB-
ROUNDED TO ROUNDED AND SUBSPHERICAL. MINERALOGICALLY, QUARTZ 
IS THE MOST ABUNDANT CONSTITUENT OF THE PEBBLE FRACTION, BUT 
IGNEOUS AND METAMORPHIC LITHIC PEBBLES HAVE BEEN NOTED. 
SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES ARE ABUNDANT, SCOUR AND FILL AND TORREN-
TIAL CROSS-BEDDING BEING MOST COMMON. ALONG INTERSTATE ROUTE 
1-26 THE UNIT IS EXPOSED NEAR THE TOP AND NORTHWEST OF THE 
"ORANGEBURG ScARP". HERE IN TWO ROAD-CUT EXPOSURES, WELL-
ROUNDED, SUBSPHERICAL TO NEARLY SPHERICAL QUARTZ GRAVEL HAS 
BEEN NOTED COMMONLY ENCLOSED IN A CLAY MATRIX. RELIC CROSS-
BEDDING CAN BE NOTED WITHIN THE LATTER. FREQUENTLY AT THIS 
AND OTHER LOCALITIES THE GRAVEL FRACTION SHOWS SIGNS OF INTENSE 
WEATHERING, OFTEN BREAKING EASILY TO A SUGARY TEXTURED SAND. 
11 COHAR IE TERRACE 11 
IN ADDITION TO THE "BRANDYWINE", COOKE (1936) MAPPED 
TWO 11 TERRACES 11 NORTHWEST OF THE SURRY SCARPj THE 11 COHARIE 11 
(21)-170 1 ) AND THE 11 SUNDERLAND 11 (170-100'). DOERING (1960) 
DISAGREEING WITH THE SURFICIAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SEDIMENTS, 
MAPPED THESE TOGETHER. WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THESE 11 TERRACES 11 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TWO AREAS HAVE BEEN STUDIED IN DETAIL THROUGH 
DRILLING - THE NORTHWESTERN AREA INCLUDING THE 11 BRANDYW IN E 11 
AND 11 COHAR I E 11 TERRACES IN THE VICINI TV OF THE "ORANGEBURG SCARP", 
AND A SOUTHEASTERN AREA INCLUDING THE "SUNDERLAND", "WICOMICO", 
AND 11 PENHOLOWAY 11 TERRACES IN THE VICINITY OF THE SURRY ScARP. 
BETWEEN TH~SE TWO AREAS, ONLY REGIONAL CROSS-SECTIONAL RECON-
NAISSANCE DRILLING HAS BEEN CONDUCTED; AND RESULTS ARE NOT CON-
CLUSIVE ENOUGH TO WARRENT RE~ECT I ON OF THE "COHAR I E 11 IN A 
STRATIGRAPHIC SENSE NOR EX TENS I ON OF THE "SUNDERLAND" TO IN-
CLUDE IT. (SEE FIGURE 1). 
FOUR LITHOLOGIC UNITS HAVE BEEN MAPPED BY MEANS OF 
DRILLED HOLES IN THE NORTHWESTERN REGION, AND MAY BE CORRELAT-
ED AS IN FIGURE 2 AND INTERPRETED AS IN FIGURE 3A. NONE OF 
THESE CAN BE CORRELATED WITH STRATA OCCURRING NORTHWEST OF THE 
11 0 RANGE BURG SCARP • 11 
THE SUBCROP OF THE 110RANGEBURG 11 SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE 
SCARP (THE 11 COHARIE 11 SUBSURFACE TERRACE IN PART), AND UNIT 1 
(FIG. 3A, 11 COHARIE 11 UNIT 1) OF THE SUPRA~ACENT SEDIMENT COM-
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PLEX HAVE BEEN MAPPED BY W. K. POOSER DURING INVESTIGATIONS OF 
TERTIARY SEDIMENTS IN CENTRAL SOUTH CAROLINA, AND SOME OF THE 
ASSOCIATED SECTIONS AND DRILLED HOLES ARE ON OPEN FILE AT THE 
DIVISION OF GEOLOGY, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEVELOPMENT BOARD. 
DETAILED DRILLING IN THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE ST. MATTHEWS 
QUADRANGLE BY W. K. POOSER, H. S. JOHNSON, JR., P. BERNAT, AND 
THE AUTHOR HAVE CONFIRMED POOSER'S ORIGINAL MAPPING AND CARRIED 
HIS SURFACE AND AUGER HOLE DETERMINATIONS DIRECTLY TO THE TOE 
0 F THE "0 RANGE BURG 11 SUBSURFACE SCARP I T SELF • 
11 COHARIE 11 UNIT 1 (FIG. 3A) CONSISTS OF DARK BROWNISH 
GRAY, VERY CLAYEY, CALCAREOUS FINE SAND WHICH IS MODERATELY 
FOSSILIFEROUS. POOSER (1961, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION) HAS 
DATED THIS UNIT AS LATE MIOCENE. 
ABOVE "COHARIE 11 UNIT 1 AT LEAST THREE LITHOLOGIC COM-
PLEXES CAN BE MAPPED. THE LOWERMOST, 11 COHAR I E 11 UNIT 2 (FIGURE 
3A), HAS NOT BEEN NOTED EXTENSIVELY AT THE SURFACE DUE TO LACK 
OF OUTCROPS BUT FROM SEDIMENTARY ANALYSES REFLECTS MANY OF THE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF UNIT 1 WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A DECREASE IN 
SILT AND CLAY PERCENTAGE AND DEVELOPMENT OF A LIGHT GRAY TO 
GOLDEN YELLOW COLOR. IT MAY BE A WEATHERED PORTION OF THE SEC-
TION AND DERIVED FROM UNIT 1. IT IS AN UNFOSSILIFEROus, WELL-
SORTED MOSTLY fiNE-GRAINED SAND. IT HAS BEEN OBSERVED LOCALLY 
TO BE LAMINATED AND OCCASIONALLY TO HAVE SMALL SCALE CROSS-
BEDDING. 
"COHARIE 11 UNIT 3 IS A THIN ARENACEOUS CLAY BED,USUALLY 
LIGHT GREY TO WHITE IN COLOR. THE POSITION OF THE UNIT AS 
SHOWN ON FIGURE 2 IS THOUGHT TO BE FORTUITOUS SINCE IN OTHER 
HOLES IT IS VARIABLE IN ELEVATION AND DISCONTINUOUS IN DISTRI-
BUTION. BOTH THIN BEDDING AND INCIPIENT TORRENTIAL CROSS-
BEDDING HAVE BEEN NOTED. 
THE UPPERMOST UNIT, 11 COHARIE 11 UNITY (FIG. 3A), HAS 
BEEN OBSERVED IN SEVERAL ROAD-CUTS ALONG 1-26 AND ENCOUNTERED 
IN NUMEROUS DRILLED HOLES. THE UNIT GRADES FROM VERY COARSE-
GRAINED SAND AND FINE GRAVEL AT THE BASE TO MEDIUM-GRAINED SAND 
TOWARD THE TOP. THE SAND GRAINS ARE USUALLY ANGULAR, THE 
PEBBLES AND GRANULES RARE, SUBROUNDED TO WELLROUNDED AND SUB-
SPHERICAL. TORRENTIAL CROSS-BEDDING AND SCOUR AND FILL 
STRUCTURES HAVE BEEN NOTED. THE UNIT CUTS INTO AND ERODES THE 
UNDERLYING UNITS. 
"SUNDERLAND TERRACE" 
UNDERLYING THE "SuNDERLAND TERRACE" SEVERAL SEDIMENTARY 
COMPLEXES ARE PRESENT OVERLYING THE SANTEE LIMESTONE (MIDDLE 
EOCENE). THE LOWER COMPLEX CONSISTS OF FINE-GRAINED WELL-SORTED 
LIGHT BUFF GOLDEN YELLOW AND, WHERE FOSSILIFEROUs, LIGHT BLUE 
GREY CALCAREOUS SAND (FIG. 3B, "SUNDERLAND" UNITS 1 AND 2). 
THE UNIT CAN BE READILY CORRELATED THROUGH SEDIMENTARY ANALYSES 
IN DRILLED HOLES AND FREQUENTLY IS NON-FOSSILIFEROUS, PROBABLY 
BECAUSE OF LEACHING. FOSSILS, WHERE PRESENT, ARE FOUND AS A 
HASH WITHIN THE SAND. W. K. POOSER (1961, PERSONAL COMMUNICA-
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TIDN) HAS DATED THESE STRATA AS LATE MIOCENE ON FOSSIL EVI-
DENCE. 
SEDIMENTS OVERLY lNG "SUNDERLAND" UNITS 1 AND 2 ARE 
THOUGHT TO BE LARGELY ALLUVIAL (FIG. 38, 11 SUNDERLAND 11 UNIT 3). 
8Y MEANS OF NUMEROUS DRILLED HOLES, CHANNELS OF AGGRADED STREAM 
COURSES, AS WELL AS POSSIBLE SHORELINE INLETS, HAVE BEEN MAPPED 
WHICH CUT INTO THE LOWER COMPLEX; AND THEIR PRESENCE HAS BEEN 
OBSERVED IN RDADCUTS ALONG 1-26 AND ALONG THE SOUTHEASTERN 
SHORE OF LAKE MARION. SOME MAY BE OBSERVED ON AERIAL PHOTO-
GRAPHS. FACIES CHANGES ARE RAPID WITHIN THESE UNITS. MEDIUM 
AND SOME COARSE SAND IS PROBABLY MOST COMMON; BUT FINE SAND, 
SILT, AND CLAY IS ALSO PRESENT, PARTICULARLY TOWARD THE TOP OF 
THE UNIT. THE SANDS ARE ANGULAR, BUT WELL ROUNDED A~D SUBSPHER-
ICAL PEBBLES UP TO THREE-QUARTERS OF AN INCH IN DIAMETER HAVE 
BEEN OBSERVED. THE SEDIMENTS APPEAR GENERALLY LESS MATURE 
MINERALOGICALLY THAN THOSE OCCURRING UNDER THE 11 WICDMIC0 11 AND 
LOWER TERRACES TO THE EAST OF THE SURRY SCARP. RELATIVELY 
FRESH FELDSPAR CLEAVAGE FRAGMENTS AND PEBBLES HAVE BEEN DB-
SERVED UP TO GRANOLE SIZE IN DRILLED HDLESi BUT IN RDADCUTS 
AND LAKE CLIFFS THEY ARE USUALLY ALTERED TO KAOLIN. CLAY BALLS 
ARE RARE. THE SEDIMENTS VARY CONSIDERABLY IN CHARACTERISTICS 
WITHIN SHORT DISTANCES LATERALLY AS WELL AS VERTICALLY. SORT-
ING IS USUALLY GOOD TO MODERATE; BIMODAL DISTRIBUTION IS COMMON 
IN THE DRILLED SAMPLES, POSSIBLY THROUGH MIXING. TORRENTIAL 
CROSS-BEDDING, SCOUR AND FILL, AND MANY LOCAL UNCONFORMITIES 
ARE PRESENT. 8Y MEANS OF DETAILED EXAMINATION OF SEDIMENTARY 
RELATIONSHIPS IN THE VICINITY OF HOLLY HILL SOME OF THESE CHAN-
NELS CAN BE SHOWN TO ANTIDATE THE 11 WICDMIC0 11 SEDIMENTS, AND SOME 
TO BE CONTEMPORANEOUS WITH THEM. 
IN SUMMARY, WITHIN AREAS UNDERLYING THE 11 SUNDERLAND 11 
AND 11 COHAR I E 11 SURFACE TERRACES AS MAPPED BY COOKE ( 1936) DR 
THE "SuNDERLAND" SURFACE TERRACE AS MAPPED BY DOERING (1960), 
THE BASE OF THE SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS (FIG. 3A, 11 COHARIE 11 UNIT 
4; FIG. 38, 11 SUNDERLAND 11 UNIT 3) IS HIGHLY IRREGULAR REGIONALLY, 
AND LOCALLY CAN BE DEMONSTRATED TO BE CHANNELLED, POSSIBLY RE-
FLECTING FLUVIAL EROSION AND DEPOSITION. THESE SEDIMENTS POS-
SIBLY ALSO REPRESENT IN PART A COALESCENCE OF ALLUVIAL FANS 
AS SUGGESTED BY DOERING (1960), AT LEAST IN THE UPPER PORTION 
OF THE 11 COHAR IE TERRACE", AS WELL AS CDLLUV I UM. CORRELATION 
0 F T H E 0 T HE R U N I T S I S A T P R E S EN T 0 B S C U R E • 
"WICOMICO TERRACE" 
FROM THE SURRY SCARP (FIG. 1) TOWARD THE EAST A DIS-
TINCT CHANGE HAS BEEN NOTED IN THE CONFIGURATION OF THE SURFI-
CIAL SEDIMENT SUBCRDP CONTOURS. CONTOURS CONSTRUCTED AT THE 
BASE OF THE VARIOUS SURFICIAL SEDIMENT COMPLEXES AND GENERALLY 
ON TOP OF THE COOPER MARL ARE MUCH MORE REGULAR AND EVENLY DIS-
POSED THAN NORTHWEST OF THE SCARP. IT IS THOUGHT THAT MARINE 
EROSION IS RESPONSIBLE- HAVING PLANED OFF 11 SUNDERLAND 11 CHAN-
NEL SEDIMENT~ MUCH OF THE LATE MIOCENE, PART OF THE COOPER 
MARL, AND LOCALLY THE SANTEE LIMESTONE (FIG. 2). FOR EACH 
SOMEWHAT DISSECTED SURFACE SCARP SEPARATING THE VARIOUS TER-
RACES THERE IS A SUBSURFACE SCARP AS WELL. THE BASE OF THESE 
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SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS A SHORT DISTANCE EAST OF THE 100 1 SURFACE 
CONTOUR IS USUALLY THE COOPER MARLi AND BECAUSE OF THE LITHO-
L 0 G Y 0 F T H I S UN I T ( SEE MAL DE , 1 9 59) , T HE C 0 NT A C T I S E AS I L Y 
DETERMlNED DURING DRILLING. WiTHIN THE STUDY AREA, THE SURFI-
CIAL SEDIMENTS ARE UP TO APPROXIMATELY 50 FEET IN THICKNESS. 
UNLIKE SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS TO THE WEST, THE SEDIMENTS UNDER-
LV I NG THE "WI COM I CO TERRACE" ARE FLOORED BY A COARSE-GRAINED 
SAND FACIES (FiG. 38, 11 WICOMIC0 11 UNIT 1) WITHIN THIS AREA 
WHICH GRADES TO THE NORTHWEST INTO A GENERAL COARSE-GRAINED 
FACIES AT THE SURFACE. TOWARD THE SOUTHEAST, A HIGH SILT AND 
CLAY FACIES (FIG. 38, 11 WJCOMIC0 11 UNIT 3) OCCURS BETWEEN THE 
COARSE-GRAINED FACIES AND AN EASTWARD LENTICULAR FINE-GRAINED 
WELL-SORTED SAND FACIES (FIG. 38, 11 WICOMIC0 11 UNIT 2) WHICH 
FURTHER EASTWARD GRADES TO A FINE CLAYEY SAND (FIG. 38 AND 
3C, 11 WJCOMIC0 11 UNIT 4). THE TREND OF THESE FACIES LIES APPRO-
XIMATELY PERPENDICULAR TO THE REGIONAL DIP RATHER THAN ALONG 
IT. CONTOURS DRAWN AT THE BASE OF THE COARSE SAND UNIT RAPIDLY 
DECREASE EASTWARD FROM ABOUT 100 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL TO APPROXI-
MATELY 60 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL, THE LATTER VALUE HOLDING UNTIL THE 
"DORCHESTER" SUBSURFACE SCARP IS REACHED (FIG. 2). 
"PENHOLOWAY TERRACE" 
APPROXI.MATELY 14 HOLES HAVE BEEN DRILLED WITHIN THE 
MAP STRIP TO DETERMINE SEDIMENT RELATIONSHIPS UNDERLYING THE 
11 PENH0LOWAY TERRACE", AND MUCH MORE DR ILL lNG NEEDS TO BE DONE 
TO OUTLINE THE REGIONAL EXTENT OF THE VARIOUS FACIES. A POOR-
LY TO MODERATELY WELL DEFINED SURFACE SCARP, HEREIN TERMED THE 
"DoRcHESTER ScARP", CAN BE NOTED ON THE RIDGEVILLE AND SuMMER-
VILLE QUADRANGLE MAPS. THE "DORCHESTER" SUBSURFACE SCARP HAS 
BEEN DETERMINED TO EXIST ALONG TWO CROSS-SECTIONS LYING APPRO-
XIMATELY 10 MILES APART, ONE ALONG HIGHWAY 1-26 (FiG. 1) AND 
ONE ALONG HIGHWAY U. S. 176. THE SUBSURFACE ELEVATION OF THE 
COOPER MARL DROPS FROM APPROXIMATELY 60 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL AT THE 
SOUTHEASTERN EDGE OF THE 11 WICOMIC0 11 SUBSURFACE TERRACE TO APPRO-
XIMATELY 40 1 IN THE WESTERN PORTION OF THE "PENHOLOWAY 11 SUB-
SURFACE TERRACE, AND THE LATTER VALUE VERY SLOWLY DECREASES TO 
ABOUT 30 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL AT THE TOP OF THE "SUMMERVILLE" SUB-
SURFACE SCARP (FIGURE 2). ADJACENT TO THE "DORCHESTER" SUBSUR-
FACE SCARP , A BASAL COARSE SAND UNIT (FIG. 3C, 11 PENHOLOWAY 11 
UNIT 1) IS FOUND SIMILAR TO THAT UNDERLYING THE "WICOMICO TER-
RACE", AND IT APPEARS TO EXTEND SOME THREE MILES TO THE EAST 
FROM PRESENT DRILLING DATA (FiGURE 2). THIS UNIT IS OVERLAIN 
TOWARD THE WEST BY A RELATIVELY HOMOGENEOUS BLACK, FINE-GRAINED, 
ARGILLACEOUS TO VERY ARGILLACEOUS SILT AND SAND (FIG. 3C, "PEN-
HOLOWAY11 UNIT 2) WHICH APPEARS TO GRADE TOWARD THE EAST TO A 
FINE AND MEDIUM GRAINED SOMEWHAT LESS ARGILLACEOUS CALCAREOUS 
MARL WHICH BEARS ABUNDANT PELECYPODS AND FORAMINIFERA AND MORE 
RARELY GASTROPODS AND OSTRACODS. PRELIMINARY STUDIES BY G. E. 
SiPLE AND J. R. Du BAR (PERSONAL COMMUNICATION) ON THESE FOSSILS 
HAVE REVEALED A LATE MIOCENE OR PLiOCENE-PLEISTOCENE AFFINITY. 
OvERLY lNG THE EASTERN MARL IS A FINE AND MEDIUM-GRAINED 
MODERATELY WELL-SORTED SAND COMPLEX (FIG. 3C, "PENHOLOWAY 11 UNIT 
3) WHICH IS SURFICIALLY EXPRESSED AS A SPIT AND WAS SO IDENTI-
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FlED BY COOKE (1936). SEVERAL OTHER RELATIVELY LINEAR SAND 
DEPOSITS OCCUR NORTHWEST OF THIS COMPLEX, BETWEEN IT AND THE 
11 DORCHESTER 11 SURFACE SCARP, AND ARE SUPERF I C lALLY EXPRESSED 
AS BARS AND LOW RIDGES. DRILLING DATA NOT BEING INTENSIVE IN 
THIS AREA, IT IS NOT KNOWN AS YET WHETHER THESE GEOMORPHICALLY 
IDENTIFIABLE STRUCTURES ARE PART OF THE SUBJACENT STRATA (FIG. 
3C, 11 PENHOLOWAY 11 UNIT 2) AND CONTINUOUS WITH THEM, OR WERE DE-
POSITED UPON THEM AS A SEPARATE UNIT. IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT 
THE BASE OF ONE OF THESE UNITS IS VERY CLOSE TO THAT OF THE 
"W I C 0 M I C 0 11 SUBSURFACE TERRACE, W H I C H C 0 U L D I N D I CAT E THAT THE 
11 WICOMIC0 11 AND THESE UNITS ARE CLOSELY ALLIED. IT IS ALSO TO 
BE NOTED THAT GRAIN-SIZE ANALYSES CONDUCTED ON APPROXIMATELY 
200 SURFACE AND SHALLOW HAND AUGER SAMPLES TAKEN FROM THE 
11 W I COM I C0 11 AND 11 PENHOLOWAY 11 TERRACES HAVE REVEALED LITTLE COARS-
ENING ADJACENT TO THE "DORCHESTER" SURFACE SCARP ON THE "PEN-
HOLOWAY TERRACE". THUS SEDIMENT RELATIONSHIPS UNDERLYING THE 
11 PENHOLOWAY TERRACE" OFFER SEVERAL INTEREST lNG PROBLEMS FOR 
INTERPRETATION. 
"TALBOT TERRACE 11 
FOR THE LADSON QuADRANGLE, MALDE (1959) HAS PUBLISHED 
A STUDY OF THE SURFICAL SEDIMENTS TO WHICH REFERENCE MAY BE 
MADE. THE 11 SUMMERV I LLE 11 SUBSURFACE SCARP (FIG. 2) DROPS FROM 
A TOP ELEVATION OF APPROXIMATELY 30 1 TO A TOE ELEVATION OF 
20 1 NEAR SUMMERVILLE AND HAS BEEN DETERMINED TO EXIST ALONG 
TWO CROSS-SECTIONS LYING ABOUT TEN MILES APART. ANOTHER SUB-
SURFACE SCARP LYING FURTHER TO THE SOUTHEAST, NEAR 0TRANTO, 
HAS A TOP ELEVATION OF APPROXIMATELY 20 1 AND A TOE ELEVATION 
OF APPROXIMATELY 0-10 1 (COLQUHOUN, 19618). 
11 PAMLICO TERRACE 11 
LITTLE WORK HAS BEEN OONE BY THE AUTHOR ON SEDIMENTS 
UNDERLYING THE "PAMLICO TERRACE". COMPILATION OF DATA FROM 
FOUR DIVISION OF GEOLOGY POWER AUGER HOLES AND FROM ABOUT 20 
OTHER DR ILL HOLES AND EXCAVATIONS - INFORMAl I ON SUPPLIED BY 
THE STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, THE CHARLESTON DEVELOPMENT BOARD, 
AND THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - INDICATES THE PRESENCE OF 
A NORTHEASTWARD TRENDING SUBSURFACE SCARP NEAR NORTH CHARLES-
TON IN THE NORTH CHARLESTON AND FORT MOULTRIE QUADRANGLES. 
THE CREST OF THIS SCARP HAS AN ELEVATION OF ABOUT 0 TO 10 1 A-
BOVE SEA LEVEL, AND THE TOE IS AT AN ELEVATION OF ABOUT 30 TO 
50' BELOW SEA LEVEL. 
SUMMARY 
THE DATA PRESENTLY AVAILABLE SUGGESTS THE FOLLOWING 
CONCLUSIONS: 
(1) SEDIMENTS OVERLYING MIDDLE EOCENE STRATA WEST OF 
THE "0 RANGE BURG S CARP 11 ARE A P PARE N T L Y FLU V I A L • THEY H A V E B E EN 
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THOUGHT TO BE PLEISTOCENE; BUT IF POOSER's DATING OF UPPER 
MIOCENE STRATA EAST OF THE "ORANGEBURG SCARP" BE ACCEPTED, 
THEN A POST-MIDDLE EOCENE, PRE-LATE MIOCENE AGE IS INDICATED. 
THESE SEDIMENTS ARE GENERALLY THIN AND DISCONTINUOUS AND 
ARE APPARENTLY MORE HIGHLY WEATHERED THAN SURFICIAL SEDI-
MENTS TO THE SOUTHEAST. THE SURFACE OF THE TERTIARY BEDS 
UNDERLYING THESE SEDIMENTS HAS PROVED IN ONE AREA THROUGH DRILL-
ING TO BE IRREGULAR, AND IT IS THOUGHT THAT IT WILL PROVE TO 
BE SO GENERALLY. THESE SEDIMENTS CANNOT BE CORRELATED WITH 
SEDIMENTS EAST 0 F THE 11 0 RANGE BURG SCARP 11 • 
(2) SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS UNDERLYING THE "SUNDERLAND" 
AND 11 COHARIE 11 TERRACES CONTAIN ALLUVIAL MATERIAL AS INDICATED 
BY MAPPED CHANNELS, OBSERVED STRUCTURES, MEASURED TEXTURES, 
AND POSSIBLY BY INDICATED MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION. SEVERAL 
LOCAL BASE LEVELS ARE APPARENT. POOSER HAS INDICATED AN 
UPPER MIOCENE AGE FOR THE SEDIMENTS SHOWN AS 11 COHARIE 11 AND 
"SUNDERLAND" UNIT 1 ON FIG. 3A AND 38. THE AGE OF THE OVER-
LYING UNITS MAY VARY FROM LATE MIOCENE TO PLIOCENE-PLEISTOCENE, 
BUT NO POSITIVE PROOF OF THE LATTER DATE HAS BEEN NOTED IN 
THIS AREA. JT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT HACK (1955) WAS OF 
A SIMILAR OPINION IN A MARYLAND STUDY. THESE UNITS CANNOT BE 
CORRELATED GENERALLY WITH SEDIMENTS NORTHWEST OF THE "ORANGE-
BURG SCARP". 
(3) SEDIMENTS UNDERLYING THE 11 WICOMI CO TERRACE" ARE 
THOUGHT TO BE LARGELY MARINE BUT OTHER SHORELINE ENVIRONMENTS 
ARE APPARENT. CONTOURS DRAWN AT THE BASE OF THE SEDIMENT COM-
PLEX ARE MORE REGULAR AND EVEN, INDICATING THAT THE UNDERLYING 
STRATA WERE PLANED OFF PRIOR TO DEPOSITION OF 11 WICOMIC0 11 SEDI-
MENTS. WITHIN THE STUDY AREA, THE SURRY SUBSURFACE SCARP DROPS 
WITH DECREASING GRADIENT FROM AN ELEVATION OF APPROXIMATELY 
102 1 TO AN ELEVATION OF APPROXIMATELY 60 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL. 
THE SURRY SURFACE SCARP DECREASES FROM ABOUT 110 1 TO APPROXI-
MAT[LY 85-90 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL. FACIES WITHIN THE ASSOCIATED 
SEDIMENT COMPLEX INDICATE A BASAL COARSE-GRAINED SAND WHICH 
MAY BE IN PART TRANSGRESSIVE AND WHICH MERGES TOWARD THE NORTH-
WEST W I T H A C 0 A R S E-G R A I NED SURF I C I A L FA C I E S T H A T I S P R 0 B A B L Y 
LITTORAL. TOWARD THE SOUTHEAST A GENTLY ROLLING TOPOGRAPHY 
LYING AT AN ELEVATION IN EXCESS OF 95' IS UNDERLAIN BY A LENTI-
CULAR FINE-GRAINED WELL-SORTED SAND FACIES WHICH MAY REPRESENT 
A BARRIER ISLAND AND BAR. NORTHWESTWARD IS FOUND A HIGH SILT 
AND CLAY FACIES WHICH MAY POSSIBLY REPRESENT A LAGOON, WHILE 
EASTWARD OF THE BAR IS A HIGH SILT AND CLAY FACIES WHICH MAY 
REPRESENT A SHELF ENVIRONMENT. THESE UNITS CANNOT BE CORRELAT-
ED GENERALLY WITH THOSE UNDERLYING THE "SUNDERLAND" SURFACE 
TERRACE. THE AGE MAY BE PLIOCENE OR PLEISTOCENE. 
(4) SEDIMENTS UNDERLY lNG THE "PENHOLOWAY TERRACE" ARE 
AS YET TOO LITTLE STUDIED FOR ANY POSITIVE CONCLUSIONS. A 
BASAL COARSE-GRAINED FACIES OVERLAIN BY CLAYEY FINE SAND IS PRE-
SENT IN THE WEST. TOWARD THE EAST A LANDFORM RESEMBLING A SPIT 
IS UNDERLAIN BY FINE AND MEDIUM MODERATELY WELL SORTED SAND, 
AND THE LATTER LIES UPON A CALCAREOUS BLUE-GREY FINE SAND 
AND CLAY. IT CANNOT BE PROVED AS YET WHETHER ONE OR TWO TRANS-
GRESSIONS ARE INVOLVED. THE "DORCHESTER" SUBSURFACE SCARP AND 
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THE 11 PENHDLDWAY 11 SUBSURFACE TERRACE INCLINES FROM ABOUT 60 1 
IN THE WEST TO ABOUT ]0 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL IN THE EAST. THE 
SUBSURFACE SCARP APPEARS DESTRUCTIONAL, ERODING A PORTION OF 
THE COOPER MARLj BUT OVERLYING CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES MAY BE 
RELATED TO SEDIMENTS OF THE "WICOMICO TERRACE". THE AGE OF 
THE EASTERN MARL ON PRELIMINARY DATA IS LATE MIOCENE, PLIOCENE 
OR EARLY PLEISTOCENE. 
()) THE "SUMMERVILLE" SUBSURFACE SCARP AND "TALBOT" 
SUBSURFACE TERRACE INCLINES FROM ABOUT ]0 1 IN THE WEST TO A-
BOUT 20 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL IN THE EAST. 
(6) A SUBSURFACE SCARP IN THE VICINITY OF 0TRANTD, 
BERKELEY COUNTY, HAS A CREST AT ABOUT 20 1 AND A TOE AT ABOUT 
0-10 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL. 
(7) A SUBSURFACE SCARP IN THE VICINITY OF NORTH 
CHARLESTON HAS A CREST AT ABOUT 0-10 1 ABOVE SEA LEVEL AND A 
TOE AT ABOUT ]0 TO )0 1 BELOW SEA LEVEL. 
PROBLEMS 
ASIDE FROM THE NEED FOR SUBSURFACE DATA WITHIN THE 
CENTRAL PORT I ON OF THE 11 CDHAR I E 11 AND 11 SUNDERLAND 11 TERRACES 
AND THE 11 PENHOLDWAY 11 AND 11 PAML I C0 11 TERRACES, WHICH IT IS HOPED 
WILL CLARIFY CORRELATIONS, SEVERAL PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN EN-
COUNTERED WHICH ARE GERMANE TO A REGIONAL INTERPRETATION. 
(1) THE EXACT HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCARP 
NEAR ORANGEBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA, IS STILL NOT CLEAR. THE LITHO-
LOGY OF UN IT 1 (FIG. ]A) AT THE FOOT OF THE SCARP SUGGESTS DE-
POSITION IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF LOWER ENERGY LEVEL THAN PROBABLY 
WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REMOVAL OF APPROXIMATELY 1)0 FEET OF 
SECTION OVER SO LONG A DISTANCE. LITTORAL EQUIVALENTS OF THE 
COOPER MARL (BY LITHIC FACIES) HAVE NOT BEEN NOTED WITHIN THE 
MAP-AREA, EVEN THOUGH THE WESTERN MARGIN OF THE COOPER HAS BEEN 
STUDIED IN DETAIL. IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THE CoOPER SEA WAS 
PARTIALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR EROSION OF SOME OF THE EOCENE STRATA 
AND THAT A MIOCENE ADVANCE PREVIOUS TO THE UPPER MIOCENE MAY 
ALSO HAVE BEEN PARTIALLY RESPONSIBLE. WHAT IS KNOWN FROM PRE-
SENT DRILLING ALONG THE 1-26 PROFILE IS THAT COARSE-GRAINED 
WELL-SORTED SANDS SIMILAR TO THOSE DEVELOPED NEAR THE BASE OF 
THE SURRY SCARP DO NOT OCCUR WITHIN FOUR MILES OF THE "ORANGE-
BURG ScARP". 
(2) THE NATURE AND LATERAL EQUIVALENCE OF VARIOUS CHAN-
NELLING SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS DEVELOPED ON THE "SUNDERLAND" AND 
11 COHARIE 11 TERRACES INDICATE CHANGES IN MARINE DISPOSITION TO-
WARD THE EAST. THEY MAY BE OF IMPORTANCE IN UNDERSTANDING MARINE 
CONDITIONS TO THE EAST AND MAY INDICATE THE PREVIOUS EXISTENCE 
OF SUBSEQUENTLY ERODED MARINE STRATA. THE STRATIGRAPHIC DIVI-
SION BETWEEN SEDIMENTS UNDERLYING THE "COHARIE 11 AND "SUNDERLAND" 
TERRACES HAS YET TO BE DETERMINED WITHIN THIS MAP-AREA AND NEEDS 
AMPLIFICATION. 
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(3) THE EROSIONAL AND DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE 
"DORCHESTER SCARP 11 (SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE) AND "PENHDLDWAY 
TERRACE 11 IS OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE IN INTERPRETATION OF MARINE 
TRANSGRESS I ON IN SOUTH CAROLINA. 
(4) THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE 11 TALBOT 11 AND 11 PENHDLD-
WAY11 TERRACE SEDIMENTS IS OF CONS! DERABLE IMPORTANCE. MAL DE 
(1959) IN INTRODUCING THE LADSON FORMATION IMPLIED THAT THE 
SEDIMENTS COMPOSING THE "TALBOT TERRACE" UNDERLIE THOSE PRE-
SENT ON THE "PENHOLOWAY 11 AND THAT THE RELATIVELY FLAT AREAS 
WITHIN THE LADSON QuADRANGLE CAN BE EXPLAINED THROUGH DIFFER-
ENCES OF EROSION ON DIFFERING LITHIC TYPES. To ~E NORTHWEST, 
OUTS I DE OF HIS MAP AREA, THE I DENT IF I CAll ON OF THE "SUMMER-
VILLE" SUBSURFACE SCARP MAY INDICATE A COMPLEX RELATIONSHIPj 
AND MORE SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION IS NEEDED BEFORE HIS CON-
CLUSIONS CAN BE TESTED REGIONALLY. 
(5) THE SUBSURFACE SCARPS IN THE VICINITY OF 0TRANTD 
AND NORTH CHARLESTON NEED TO BE STUDIED FURTHER TO DETERMINE 
THEIR REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE. 
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